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White House discredits
peace agreement rumor
WASHINGTON iAP> Presidential
advisor Henry A Kissinger returned
last night from an unusual two-day
secret meeting with North Vietnamese
negotiators as the White House denied
a story that a peace agreement had
been reached
There's no substance to that
particular story.'' Press Secretary
Ronald L Ziegler told reporters at the
Western White House.
He referred to a story by HKO

Broadcast News that Kissinger's
sessions in Paris had produced
agreement on nearly all points for a
Vietnam cease-fire

points in response to the RKO report
by newsman Clifford Evans that a
peace agreement had been reached in
Paris

KISSINGER flew into Andrews Air
Force Base near Washington and
declined to talk with reporters about
his meetings with Hanoi negotiators l.e
Due Tho and Xuan Thuy "1 can't say
anything.'' he responded to a question
While he was en route from Paris,
the New York stock market jumped 10

Evans' story said that all issues had
been resolved except the future of
South Vietnamese President Nguyen
Van Thieu "That is expected to be
resolved by the resignation of Thieu.
who will be replaced by a three-party
coalition government.'
Evans
reported
In California. Ziegler earlier had
refused to discuss Evans' story, saying
the United States and North Vietnam
had agreed not to comment on the
substance of the discussions

Code may aid
student tenants
University students will have an official say in city housing policies if a
proposed housing code is approved
The code, which would create a
Housing Board of Adjustments and
Appeals, including one student member, was drawn up by the Bowling
Green City Housing Commission
It has already been submitted to city
council's Planning and Zoning Com
mission, and should be passed on to the
council itself at itsOct 2 meeting
Under the proposed code, the housing
board would consider appeals to provisions of the code, and requests to
extend the time allotted to landlords to
correct violations
It would also grant variances in the
code and order buildings to be condemned and or demolished
IN ADDITION to the student member, the board would include six other
persons representing other segments
of the community
Also submitted with the housing code
was a proposed housing rental license
ordinance requiring landlords to obtain
a license in order to rent dwellings
A landlord would be required to
apply for a new license every year by
"supplying pertinent information and
making a self-declaration ol compliance with the housing code
If any false statements are included
in the application, the license could be
revoked
MAJOR provisions in the proposed
housing code include.
-Appointing a housing officer who
shall make or cause to be made, inspections to determine the conditions
of dwellings, multi-family dwellings,
dwelling units, rooming houses, rooms
and premises in order to safeguard the
health and safety of the occupants
-Inspecting dwellings
whenever
the housing officer receives a written

complaint of a violation of the code, on
forms provided by the housing officer ."
-Upon conviction, fining any person,
firm or corporation a maximum of $300
for any violations of the code
THE CODE also defines words and
terms applicable to housing provisions
and lists requirements for interior and
exterior structure of each type of
dwelling
In addition, it lists space and occupancy requirements, including minimum sanitary and heating facilities,
light and ventilation, and electrical
outlets
Sheldon Westman. chairman of the
housing commission, said the proposal
must receive three readings in council
before members can vote on it-a process which could take about six weeks
If a public hearing on the code is
scheduled. mid-November would be the
earliest possible date for the code to go
into effect, he said
ALTHOUGH the housing code and
the licensing ordinance will be pre
sented to council in one package. Westman said they can be "passed or voted
down separately "
The housing commission worked on
the code for more than a year
Westman said he thought the proposal was fair and just, but he said be expects some opposition to the code from
the Fair Housing Association i KHA i. a
local group of landlords, builders and
agents
He stressed the importance of
gaining support for the proposal from
students living off campus and from
townspeople through groups such as
the Student Housing Association and
the Tenant Union
To have 40 landlords and few other
persons appear at the proposal's publichearing would give council the impression that everyone's against the proposal." Westman said.

However. Ziegler denied a related
report that Nixon had planned to go on
national television Wednesday night to
report an agreement
Further, administration sources said
there was no foundation to the reports
that an agreement was reached during
the longest of the 18 secret meetings
Kissinger has had with the North
Vietnamese
The optimistic expressions that
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sparked the stock-market rally were
fueled in part by the extension of the
Kissinger meetings, which originally
had been announced for only one day
In add'tion. the White House itself
caund some more speculation when it
announced the secret meetings would
go into a second day, by pointing to a
Kissinger statement earlier this month
that the North Vietnamese apparently
were negotiating seriously
Kissinger made the statement after
his trip to Moscow and Hans and in the
wake ol a new Viet Cong statement on
its plan to establish a postwar
government in Saigon
Government officials said at the
time llial there was little new in the
Vie) Cong plan And William Porter,
the chief U S peace negotiator in
Paris, stated publicly he saw nothing
hopeful in the proposal
In discussing the situation
yesterday. government sources said
they knew of nothing to change that
assessment, although they
acknowledged Kissinger's decision to
stay an extra day in Paris was at least
interesting and possibly significant

It may baa while before you're able to walk up lo
a cash register in a bookstore, pay your bill, pocket
your change and l«ave--within two minutes.

Bookstore incurs fiscal loss
By Denny Law
Staff Reporter
The University bookstore posted a
$56,000 deficit during the 1971-72 tisc.il
year
J Claude Scheuerman, vice president for operations said, The leveling
off of enrollment at 15.000 students was
a major factor in the deficit An enroll
ment ceiling limits income growth and
forces the income to become fixed."
Scheuerman said the continued inflation of costs, salaries and prices and a
demand Irom professors for more
varied textbooks were also factors in
the loss
"Texts once were required, and one
text would be used for the entire
course." he said "Now, texts are
optional, and a professor may have as
many as six or seven books for one
class "
HE SAID bookstore managers now
have to order multiple texts and'prac
lically guess" how many books a particular class may need
If the book is not used, then it must
be shipped back to the publisher, which
also costs the store.
Scheuerman said the used book mar
ket isn't as profitable as it once was.

since professors often don't use the
same text quarter after quarter
Haul I) Shepherd, manager of the
bookstore, said competition from surrounding stores also played a part in
the loss
He said there are now more stores
that offer comparable prices on many
items such as records and drugs,
carried by his store. Moreover, he said,
many stores are closer and more con
venientlor students
"EVEN IF we're selling the same
tube of toothpaste that another store in
town is selling for the same price, the
student will go to the place that's
closer.' Shepherd said

"It's this way, Mom. . ." Or at least that s how it looks as lindo Patton and
daughter, Amy, hold a sidowalk discussion on inner campus.

head charge, he said However.
Scheuerman said the treasurer and
controller's office is presently studying
the overhead issue to see if the charge
can be modified
"IT'S POSSIBLE the recomputation
of the overhead charge may change,"
he said "But that means it could go
either up or down "
Despite the deficit, Scheuerman said
he thought the overhead charge was
still valid.
if we eliminated the charge, then
we would absorb the cost of the services in the academic program which it
now pays for," he said.

Day care motion tabled
Efforts to set up a University day
care center were stalled last month
when the Board of Trustees tabled a
resolution to establish facilities for
children of University faculty and
students.
The resolution would have
authorized President Hollis A Moore
Jr. to name a committee to draft plans
for a professionally-staffed,
comprehensive day care center with a
projected opening date sometime in
September. 1973

THE BOARD also tabled a request
from the Wood County Airport
Authority to lease the University
Airport on Poe Road

••v

Scheuerman said another factor contributing to the loss was the overhead
charge the administration levels
against the bookstore
Since the administration looks upon
the bookstore as a separate business, it
is charged for the services it uses in
eluding accounting and computer facilities and utilities. Scheuerman said
In the fiscal year 1971-72, the overhead charge was about $72,000
Scheuerman said outside consultants
were brought in to study the bookstore
problem last March
They suggested the University reduce its rental fee but they made no
recommendations concerning the over-

Airport proposal stalled

It called for the committee to submit
its plans to the board by next February
for review and a final vote
The resolution also expressed
interest in a parent-cooperative day
care center to be established during
the 1972-73 academic year as an interim
measure until the permanent center
would open
The measure was submitted to the
board as a result of a study conducted
by a committee of faculty, staff and
students lo determine how such a
center should be staffed and funded,
where it should be located and what
services it should offer

Small folk

Bowling Gr««n, Ohio

The airport authority had requested
a 40-year lease for the airport with rent
set at $1 per year It also asked for
sufficient lands to construct and
improve the east-west runway, under
the condition that it would be
responsible fur maintenance of all
rented lands
Some trustees are reportedly
uncertain about the resolution because
of the 40-year provision in the proposed
lease, especially since the 15.000

enrollment ceiling imposed by the Ohio
Board of Regents might be lifted
before the 40 years are up. thus forcing
the University to look for land other
than that near the airport for
expanding its facilities.
IN OTHER action, the board
-Confirmed an earlier telephone
vote approving construction of an
additional nine holes at the University
golf course at an estimated cost of
$127,999
-Approved plans for an engineering
study of the sewage and storm water
needs for the campus The study would

be conducted at an estimated cost of
$30,000
-Approved a resolution granting the
city of Bowling Green use of
University lands along Mercer Road to
widen the roadway from Wooster
Street to Poe Road
THE AUG. 31 session was the first
official board meeting for newlyappointed trustee Donald Huber of
Dayton.
Huber, who has been in the
construction business since 1954. was
appointed by Gov John J Gilligan for
a nine-year term to end in May, 1981
He replaces Dudley A White Jr..
whose term expired

Freed airmen refuse
U.S. occomodotions
By Stephens Broening
Associated Press Correspondent
MOSCOW 1 APi - Three VS. airmen
freed by North Vietnam turned down
an American government ofler
yesterday of a bed for the night,
medical attention and transport home
They told US Charge d Affaires
Adolph Dubs during a tense 20-minute
confrontation at the Moscow airport
that they wanted to go home with the
escort of antiwar activists who
arranged their release
Lts Mark Gartley and Norris
Charles of the Navy and Maj Edward
Elias of the Air Force reached Moscow
late Wednesday on a long flight from
Peking

They were released from a POW
camp Sept 17 with the understanding
they would take civilian aircraft to
America.
GARTLEY told Dubs. We d better
proceed in this way for the safe release
of the other POWs
Elias added. "I feel the same way,
and I don't want to jeopardize the guys
we left behind If we don't carry out
our plans, we'll be failing in respect to
those we left behind "
The pilots and their accompaniment
of antiwar advocates were scheduled
to leave Moscow for New York this
morning with a stopover in Copenhagen. Denmark.
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pill policy

one dollar diplomats
By William K Buckley. Jr.

two in an American exhibit There they
view advanced American technological

day in the Soviet press, featuring her
critique of America

contrivances,
And there they converse with superb
American human productions The
cost to the United States comes down
to about one dollar per Soviet visitor I
cannot imagine a better leveraged
dollar
What do the Russians ask about, in
the technological Disneyland1 The
expected things - cars in particular

yesterday thai parl ol the hold up might be due to another attack

It is much too easy to give up in this
world, and I am on the side of those
Who My their beads at night imploring
Ihe mercy of the l.ord. and those who
ligure thai il is worth the effort to
communicate, however fragmentary,
with individual Russian human beings
The
United
States
Information
Agency is wedded at least to the latter
proposition which is why. in addition to
the renowned Voice of America,
year after year, doggedly and largely
unnoticed, il sends around to six major
Soviet cities alls exhibit formed
around
one or
another
theme.
technological or cultural
liul always il features, in effect, a
couple do/en young Americans, who
act not only as guides, but as seminarleaders They are necessarily fluent in
Russian, and are en route to careers in

of moral outrage afflicting various administrators

diverse fields

MISS DAVIS has been diligently
shielded, while in Russia, from the
western press,
some of
whose
members have desired to^sk her why
she was not inveighed against the
exclusion of the press from the trial of
the
political
dissidents
in
Czechoslovakia The young Americans
are not beyond gently splicing this
datum into their replies
Vietnam remains big in the Soviet
press. The Soviet press is best defined
as a daily anti-western spitball in four
or six pages < In Ihe biggest tourist
hotels
Ihe
only
English written
newspaper you can buy is yesterday's
London Daily Worker As well ask for a
hand grenade as for the Paris Herald
Tribune I
The
American
guides
proffer
explanations
Not
answers,
but
explanations Several of the guides
wear Mcdovern buttons on their
lapels, and routinely profess their own
disagreements with Administration
policies in Vietnam
The
effect
on
the
Russian
interrogators is stunning The guides
tell me that many of the Russian
visitors come back, sometimes as
many as a half dozen times
I can only assume that in some cases
Ihe pur|>ose of Ihe return visit is to
discover whether the young bearded
guide with the McCovern button has
been vaporized, replaced with a Sears

Red tape is getting the best ol

Hie proposal in prescribe

contraceptive devices al the Health Center
Admittedly, last spring's predictions thai the liberalized birth
control policy could bo implemented by this fall seemed a little
far-fetched Very lew bureaucratic Institutions have been known
to act thai swiftly
Hul we hardly expected to eome back to school this fall to find
lhal the University was still passing the proposal from one
administrator

l<>

the

other

for

further

study

and

recommendations
It's only realistic I" assume thai if the proposal is finally
approved, it"s going to lake several months for the Health Centerto find a

qualified

gynecologist and to set

contraceptive program including

up an effective

the thorough examinations

and educational programs outlined in the original proposal
However,

thai

inevitable delay

is

being stretched out

ad

infinitum by an almost endless stream of administrators who
won') acl on Ihe proposal
Di Richard Eakin, vice provosl of student affairs, indicated

After

all.

the

proposal

calls

for

providing

contraceptive

de\ ices to all students, married or single
However, while administrators are <|uihbling over Ihe liner
IHiinls of

premarital sex. hundreds of women- and men-are

running the risk ol being forced to cope with an unwanted
pregnancy because they can't gel assistance on campus and the
services available olf campus are already over-taxed
May we poml out thai Ihcre seems to be no outcry against the
Health ('enter treating students for venereal disease, a bad trip
or a horrendous hangover or even for giving single women
pregnancy

tests''

Why

should

administrators

now

balk

at

preventing a pregnancy'.'

AT DONETSK, in Ihe Ukraine, I
lalkcd wilh young men and women who
were
heading
towards
teaching.
Science, medicine
Towards every
known vocation with Ihe exception ol
('nmiiiuiiisl evangelism
'One nl Ihe guys
said a pre-med
student, "came here left of Mao Tsetung Aftei three months ol Russia,
he's to the right ol George Wallace "
The ban- hones ol il are about two
million Russians, in six cities, over a
six-month period, spending an hour or

BUT MANY of them move quickly
into ideological matters Some of those
who do so arc readily delected as
agents provocateurs These come with
their set speeches ot denunciation ol
American practices international and
domestic
The kids cope with them with
extraordinary dexterity Hut it isn't
easy, because they may not lake
cracks at the host country
(One young man told me that he is
frequently taxed by Russian visitors
over the use of firearms in Ihe tinned
States for acts of violence I suggested
to him that he might reply that at least
in the United Stales the use nt firearms
lor acts of violence is illegal Hul ol
course that won't do. won't do at all •
The ripostes may be non polemical
non-personal, and maybe even a little
oblique
What do the Russians mostly tax us
with'' Well, a current favorite is
Angela Davis, whose picture and
strictures have appeared almost every

& Roebuck Nixonite. Not at all
surpasses their understanding

It

EVEN AS Russia surpasses our
understanding Madame Kurtseva is
the cultural czar of Russia, a lady of
striking beauty and charm who is the
principal
public
agent
for
the
enforcement of Ihe dominant Soviet
cultural paradox
i She manages to maintain the
position that in order to be pro
Russian, it is necessary to be anti
Solzhenilsyn That is what the late
Professor Willmoore Kendall used to
call a circle-squaring expedition
i
1 said to the lady
Will you permit
into the Soviet Cnio.i any American
writer''
Sis'
she
said
expansively, coquettishly. even
She then took the initiative Why
were we not spending more time
looking into Soviet culture'' My friend
replied that we had hoped lo get tickcls
lo the Bolshoi s Anna Karenma. bul the
house was sold out
Madame Kurtseva picked up the
telephone and winked.
I am not
Minister ol Culture lor nothing
II
«.is too much, but sure enough
midnight descended SS deal and as
black as lor Cinderella
'YOU must write ,i novel
she -aid
as we got up lo leave
llka>
I said
it \mi promise to publish it in
Russia
(II course, she beamed
just so long as you write Ihe truth
Wi»b^Miitf-«a<«>»«»M«»«*|ii«ri'i

It's also important to remember that if Ihe Health Center hired
a full-lime gynecologist, prescribing contraceptives would be
only ONK of bis duties -he'd also be treating various other
gynecological problems, some of which, surprisingly enough,
haven I Ihe slightest thing to do with sex
We demand that administrators move on the birth control
proposal

Students

have

been

without

the

services

of

a

gynecologist and an easily accessible birth control program for
far too long

education
Two plans proposed within the past year to finance higher
education in Ohio seem to be paving the way for leveling-off
appropriations to our state-supported colleges and universities.
The Ohio Plan, proposed by Gov

John J

Cilligan and the

Milletl Plan, proposed by former Chancellor of the Ohio Board of
Regents John Millett differ in format but both have the same
intention
Under these plans the individual student would repay the state
the amount of money it has given him through appropriations to
Finance his education,
Last Monday President Hollis A

Moore. Jr

criticized the

Millett Plan in his opening address to the faculty
We feel his criticism is justified
These plans would almost double the tuition for students at this

University
Or

Moore pointed out (hat Howling Green's undergraduate

fees are already $300 above the national median for statesupported educational institutions
(ireater increases in the cost of education are ridiculous.
They would place a university education

in the exclusive

I

'GOLLY GEE, I KNOW I SAID I WOULD GLADLY DIE IN COMBAT TO SAVE THE THIEU REGIME,
BUT THIS IS RIDICULOUS

category of the very wealthy or of those lucky enough to obtain
financial assistance
We are all familiar with the elusive quality of any financial aid.
Both of

these plans place an outrageous demand on

LETTERS

the

pocketbnoks of students and should be completely disregarded
!iiiiihMiniiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

KEEPING YOU INFORMED...
= I

The wheels are turning here at
Howling Green as tall quarter begins
its slow demise
Or should I say Ihe screws are
turning, as the vast bureaucracy ot this
academic institution descends upon the
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AFTER ANOTHER barrage ol my
fury. I got my waiver
My pulse had barely resumed a

j. scott scredon

news editor

kathleen m. froze

in me?

editorial editor

onn m. hofbauer

makeup editor

rosem. home

I

IMIIIIIUII

11111111111 =

As if il Isn't bad enough that I have

THe BG news

account demanding remuneration lor
fees
already
paid,
and
thost
enlightening
incomplete
schedules
informing you that your schedule was
unschedulable And we are determined
to fight
THE PROBLEM is -who to tight'
It's hard to find anyone in the
administration building who knows
what is really going on Maybe Ihe
computer knows, but its not telling
A grievous example is course
registration
Kach student agonizes
over course choices with the illusory
hope that he will receive an adequate
schedule After all. the computer is a
mechanized marvel of mentality
But the hope that springs eternal
dissipates as we read the letter
informing us that we are not one of the
chosen people It's time to dropandadd. with a fee waiver of course
Just try to get that waiver I was
informed at my own personal inquiry
after being bilied that "it's not OUR
fault that you received a partial
schedule
I replied that it sure as hell isn't
mine, and I refused to pay Eloquently
and profanely denouncing the affair. 1
pushed past a shaking secretary into
the Top Man's office

normal pace when I received a bill for
out-of-state fees

lived in Ohio all my life, some
inscrutable reigning (lower is trying to
tell me that I am living under
grandiose delusions concerning my
residency
My psyche wrecked, 1 gathered
myself together and prepared another
brilliant defense I thought I'd try
hysterical rage again
1 fumed at three secretaries with
partial scheduled minds until I finally
got into the executive quarters 1 had to
fill out a form telling the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but
I won my case, but what I want lo
know is-who is this computer, and
Why is it doing all these terrible things

battered
brains
ol
Its
bemused
inmates
Raining into our mailboxes are those
much lielovcd monthly statements of

let'

|

battle with computer returns
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let's hear from you
The BG News well omen .ill letters in
the editor and opinion columns letters
mas .liniment on am mhei letter
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol inn
words
typewritten
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columns be no more Hun loui typed
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Young Republicans confident

Nixon win in Ohio predicted
By Scott Scrcfea
Muaffc(E«ur
Jack Ford miglint ru
tiooal college director of tke
Younj Voten (or Ike Pr««ideot. uid laat nigkl la«re
are no major prnhlimi
amoof Onto i yoaag voters
that would Mock President
Nixon's chance* to carry the
state
Ford, son of US Houaeof
Representauvea
maority
leader Gerald Ford. iRep

Mich)
was
» BowUag
Green last alffct to hate tke
Young Voters lor >
dent orgaaisatioa oa c
find aad ckuss aaaaia to
caavaaa asa
dcaU wko srUl
Preaatam* Nbsta.
THE MOST recent
tioaal — I«J «f
presideaUai
showed
Pinlim

Nbasa

ahead of Sam Qaarga S
McGovwra. wat Fard aasd kc
thought
tke
alatlatics

weren't i
WetasafctkePrialasatis
stronger tkaa tkoae flgarea
show "hesaid
Ford
said
about
six
months ago. when the Young
Voters for tke President began working in Ohio, he had
less confidence than he
does now" about the President's chances of winning
the student vote in Ohio
However, he said he now
thinks Nixon can win the student vote not only in Ohio.

but in the nation
When we began, we were
worried
about
breaking
even." Ford said
Now we
think we can win just about
every college campus in the
nation." he said
FORD SAID he thinks
young voters are attracted
to President Nixon by what
he
calls
' George
McGovaro'i own inconsistency "

He cited McGovern s
switch in some of his econ

newsnoTes
Eugene William Sims 2i. fled into

Linda Jenness
COLUMBUS »Pi \ l' s District
Court yesterday upheld Secretary ol
State Ted W Brown s refusal to pill
Linda Jenness name on the pr«-sulen
tial ballot m the Ko\ 1 election
Judge Joseph I' Kinnearv refused
to grant the Atlanta, tia . woman an
injunction that would have forced
Brown to add her name to the ballot
Brown refused the woman's candi
daey because she was 31 years of age.
tour years under the minimum age ol
a necessary, to hold
dent

ifiice .i^ presi-

Mother charged
lMMOK.U.KK
Fl.i
\1'
Jennifer Fire Sims a 19-year old
mother charged in the alleged swap
of her 3-monlh old baby for a used
cai was placed In the Collier County
Jail yesterday alter a judge set hei
bond at $5.IWO
She was arrested last Saturday
night by officers who .-aid they found
her and the couple g two other children hiding in a carnival truck near
Union Springs Ala I'er husband

woods near the carnival and managed
to shake a posse "i state troopers
sheriff's deputies, police and blood
hounds

Housing bill
WASHINGTON

\r

The House

Rules Committee effectively killed a
$io S billion controvei stal housing lull
yesterday voting todefei actiononii
for the remainder ol the rongres
sional session
House leadei • antu ipattng such
action already had si heduled for
emergency handling Monday a reso
lution temporarily extending major
housing programs Several ot these
expire Saturday hut officials said a
lew days gap would not he unduly
burdensome

China summit
PEKING 1AP1
Moo I selling
talked for an hour last night with
Kakuei Tanaka the Japanese prime
ministei They met in Mao's study.
where lie .mil Presidenl Nixon talked
lasi February

Chou En lai. the Chinese premier,
ami Tanaka met earliei for I'I hours.
in then thud summit session Thai
came altei Tanaka had visited the
Great Wall and the Ming Tombs
\ hint ol possible differences ot an
undisclosed nature between Chou and
Tanaka in the dialling ot a com
munique
on
restoring
Chinese
Japanese relations was reported
earlier

onuc policies as one example of this inconsistency
Ford said he thought if the
story yesterday about the
Vietnam
war
cease-fire
proves true before the election it would be more helpful" for President Nixon's
re-election
But college students now
are concerned about more
than the Vietnam war."
lord said "They see the
Presidenl has helped make
them eligible to vote, helped
the environment, and has
bettered ties with China and
Russia
HK SAID he is sure I'resi
dent Nixon will visit af least
two
or
three
college
campuses in Ohio, but he
Joes not know if Bowling
Green will be one of them
Ford said he also thinks
\ ice Presidenl \gnew has
more
in
common
with
college students than most
people believe
I think the vice president
is misrepresented in a lot of
vvavs He needs situations
where he can sit down and
talk with people
Ford said

responsibility is to do my i»b as
presidenl ot the I 'nited SI ites

WASHINGTON 1AP1 The United
States as ot yesteid.n will require
nearly all foreign travelers entering
the country to have visas State Me
partment officials said
The tightening of entry regulations
is to meet the increasing possibility
of terrorist acts in the I'mliil Stales
and dining the current I \ General
\sseinhly meeting in New York the
officials said
The regulations will lie in elicit
until Jan 1
This means that with the except ion
of travelers from Canada anyone
entering the I'niled States even [ol a

v\ \SHINGTON
lAPI
The Sen.lie voted 76 to :»
yesterday to permit persons
retii ed
under
Social
Security to earn up lo $3,000
a vcai
without loss ot
:M neflts
Tin
pi nposal
was
sponsored bv
Democrat!!
Leadei Mike Mansfield ,,i
Montana and adopted as .in
amendment to the tug Social
Security welfare lull

temporary sta\ ot less than 10 days
will need a v isa

SAN
FRANI ISCO
W
Apparently slung bv Democratic
challenges
to
come
out
and
campaign more President Nixon
said yesterday he must spend time
in Washington to ward ot! potential
tax-boosting
programs
ol
the
Democratic controlled Congress
Nixon's opponent
George s
McGovern, has made no secret ol

"AT THE present time there an
pending in Congress a numbei
huge --pending proposal which il
enacted into law would inevitably
lead to a tax Increase
"The best wav I can -etve Ihe
Vmerican people is t<> stay in
Washington, when I runsidei il
necessary to fight those proposals
to veto them it they are passed and
lo enlist enough support in Ihe
Congress to sustain my vetoes

his desire to entice ihe Presidenl
into the arena ot partisan debate
But Nixon continues to limit Inmsell
to quickie campaign outings
In
statements
prepared
in
connection with fund-raising visits
to San Francisco and l.os VngeleS
Nixon said
I would welcome the opportunity
to
take
the
case
lor
this
administration
directly
to
the
American people
Bui my lirsl

Nixon's Statements were released
in the middle of a three day
campaign
swing,
his
most
ambitious
to date
in
search
primarily ol Ihe Kti electoral votes
held by two stales-New York anil

California
Before leaving New York Nixon
said he didn't simply want victory

but rather

a v II lory lor \mci ica

W ills an over whelming mandate
from the voters Nixon said In cm
'curry forward in exciting, new
on
"ii the domestic fronts
thai are lusl a- important as those
we nave neon able lo carry forward
on lheuilein.iliiiii.il limn

WHILE
NIXON
wa.
llv no;
westward from New York
the
White House released a statement
in which he called lor all nations
and all nv ili/ecl people to ac t in
concert lo remove the threat ol
terrorism from the world

UK RECITED in- foreign policy
initiatives including his tups to
Peking and Moscovi and declared
We have (hanged Ihe world and
the world will be better lor il
But
he asked for support
so thai we
can finish the job so that we can
continue Ihe work we have begun
The President
after slaying
MM
nght in the i entury Plaza
Hotel al l.os Angeles, is scheduled
In iddress the National Cancer

Endorsing
"in
ihe
strongest
possible terms" Secretary ol Slate
William I' Roger's Tinted Nations
proposals to comb.it terrorism,
Nixon's policy statement said also
lie
has
told
a
Cabinet level

n

'* ^ *° ^' *° °' ^^ Hoo*« Representative Gerald Ford, is
working with Young Republican* on canvaising procedures to
'«"*■»■ "«w voferi. Workers were organ.led last night in the

WQrkcr

Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.

I nder the law now
a
pel son
receiving Social
Security payments can earn
up to $1,600 with no loss ol
benefits
The House ill passing tin
lull lasl vcai
raised the
ceding to $2 IKKi in line with
I'res iden I
Nixon's
recommendation
BACKKKS OK the Senate
lull
said
the
Mansfield
amendment would cost $1 7
billion more than present

law and in general would
aid retired persons who
already have the highest
Incomes They opposed ihe
amendment

The

I'owcv ci

SF.V

WALLACE

1

Bennett, ill Utah I sentoi
Republican on the Finance
Committee said m opposing
tins amendment n would
COS) %2 5 billion ami that
HiHi.ooo relatively well oil
pei sons would gel most ot
this

You may long for a stereo system that
lakes more bread than you ve got.
Or you may think it s impossible lo
buy a good complete magnetic stereo
system at an affordable price. Long
no more. It is possible. The BSR
McDonald RTS-30 gives you a 30 watt
sensitive FM-AM stereo receiver, a
BSR turntable (with base, dust cover
and Shure magnetic cartridge), and a
pair of acoustically matched speakers
with good response You can buy
the RTS-30 'or und'M $180 it 5 a lot
sound for the money. The bread
you save buys a lot of bread
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Gillette Soft & Dry 5 02.
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Crest Toothpaste Reg & Mint 7 ox
Papermate Flair Pen

fif Contac Cold Capsules i<r
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The Corner of N. MAIN and E. WOOSTER

CREATIVE
MACRAME
To register for
Ihose courses, fill in
this coupon & send to

■
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All Colors

I I like mail Send mc
I your free color catalog

■

Will

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL

I

Ni-tr

il

i elm in
legi .lat ion Ihe
program lot
families would hi put inn
until next week
Senate will act on othei
portions ot the
measui c

A SERIES OF 10 WEEK COURSES
*T
IHl WORKING HAND CRAFT CENTCR
515 < ,,,,,,,■,,,I BOWIIIIK CM ...

i

came

VMICS

that tin- test "ii iln mosl
disputed
-o. inn oi
the

Conference before living back lo
Wa tiingtou today

We ore proud to contribute so little
to the high cost of listening.

|wo

quit klv altei
tl»'
began its (loot ilebati "ii the
$15 2 billion bill

:-::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:*:.x-x-x-:-:-x-Xw

oi the American people so thai we
can do (hose things thai America
needs to have done I,,I II

that s xvh.it we're working foi
Nixon
vva^
appearing
at
a
luncheon in San Francisco and a
$1,000 a plate dinner in l.os Angeles

committee to move vigorously to
find ways to eliminate terrorism
The President plugged in his fund
raising dinner speech Tuesday night
lor "the support ol a <dear majority

NiXQn

r

Social Security revamped;
income ceiling raised

Visas required

Nixon defends campaign policy
By Gay lord Shaw
Associated Press Writer
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Pat Williams
243 South Maple
Bowling Green, Ohio
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with check for
tuition of $40.00
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Violence, bombings erupt

3 N. Ireland blast claims 3

"•*'•*•'• *V »f>^W<t* A. MMMIl

The possibility of constructing o bypau over the railroad crotting at East
Wooitor Stroot remains slim, duo to th* siio of th* bypass and construction
costs. Controversy on th* issue arose after a fire engine was delayed at the
crossing during a fire at the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity house in April 1971.

Bypass

BELFAST,
Northern
Ireland i AP) - Outbreaks of
shooting
Tuesday and
yesterday added three
deaths to the toll of
Northern Ireland's violence,
and guerrilla bombs tore
through public buildings in
the province.
British troops claimed
they captured a senior
officer in the outlawed Irish
Republican Army. The guerrilla was not identified but
was said to be the adjutant
of the IRA Provisional
wing's 1st Battalion operating from the Andersonstown area of Belfast

The death raised Northern
Ireland's fatality toll to 577
in three years of bloodshed
that has continued despite
continued peace efforts,
including
a
conference
which ended Wednesday in
England.

The latest victim of the
sectarian violence was a
youth (ound slumped on a
sidewalk in the capital's
Flush Lane He had been
shot in the head, a sign that
he was killed by one of the
assassination
squads
mounted by both Protestant
and Roman Catholic extremists.

OSLO. Norway < AP> - The
Nobel Peace Prize will not
be awarded this year, the
19th omission since the
prizes began in 1901.
The five-man Nobel committee of the Norwegian
parliament, announcing yesterday that the prize would
not be given, did not give
any reason
But the general view in
Oslo was that the committee
was unable to find a worthy
candidate

Railroad bypass Unfeasible'
More than a yeai has
passed since a slow moving
train delayed a firetruck
headed lor a blaze at the Phi
Kappa Tau Fraternity house
But little progress has been
made on proposals tu solve
the problem of a fullymanned lire station on one
side of the tracks and a
University of 15.000 students
on the other
Earlier this year the city
of Bowling GrtMl hired the
Lester
Poggemeyer
engineering firm to study
the
possibility
ol
constructing a bypass over
the railroad tracks at East
Wooster Street
However. John Mikes,
engineer for the hrm. said

yesterday the company
hasn't finished its study as
yet and no results are
available
HOWEVER. Safety Ser
vice Director Wesley Hoffman, who has been working
with the firm, said apparent
ly the idea of an overpass on
Wooster Street is infeasible
because ol the size ol an
overpass and construction
costs
According to Hoffman, the
by-pass would have to be
built high enough to permit
multrdeck train traffic
However, he said there is
not enough space in the
Wooster-Manville
Street
area to provide for the

(ire engines would have to
go out of their way to get to
the University," he said
The
University
has
contributed $5,000 to a

gradual elevation needed (or
a safe crossing on an
overpass
City Eire Chief Howard
Rulter
agreed
with
Hoffman, adding that
construction costs would be
too high for the city to
handle at the present lime
Rutter said the by-pass
would also cut oil entrances
to homes and stores on
Wooster Street, which could
lead to considerable protest
The lire chief expressed
doubts about the feasibility
of
some
possible
alternatives
"BY-PASSES built over
either Poe Road or
Napoleon Road would defeat
the whole purpose, since the

A

massive

explosion

to leave the building before
the explosion. There were no
reports of any injuries.
IN BELFAST, the guerrilla bombers wrecked an
electrical warehouse in
York Street, not far from
the city center. An army
spokesman said two armed
men planted the bomb and
gave the staff an hour's
warning

Peace prize withheld

THE PRIZE money, about
$100,000. will be kept in the
Nobel fund The prize was
last omitted in 1967
The committee never discloses the names of the
candidates, but at least one
o( the people proposed as a

candidate was Dr Elise
OtU jen-Jensen. a Swedish
family planning expert
Other known proposed
candidates were the antiwar
priests Philip and Daniel
Berrigan. and Archbishop

Dom Helder Camara of
Brazil
In 1971 the prize went to
Chancellor Willy Brandt of
West Germany who was
cited for his efforts at EastWest reconciliation.
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Quartet plans concert
The University String Quartet will perform at 8:15
p.m. Sunday in the Recital Hall. School of Music Bldg
The campus quartet, which has represented
Howling Green in the is and abroad, is composed of
Paul Makara, violin; Young Nam Kim. violin.
Bernard Linden, viola, and Peter Howard, cello
The concert, which is free and open to the public,
will include Mozart's "Quartet in C Major. K 157";
"String Quartet No I" by Bela Bartok. and "Quartet
in A Minor. Opus 41." by Schumann
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIHC

Tax repeal campaign begins
COLUMBUS
(AP)
Income tax repeal forces
were to begin circulating
some 10,000 supplemental
petitions today to put the
issue on the Nov. 7 ballot
No sooner had the supplemental drive been certified
yesterday by Secretary of
State Ted W Brown than a

LASALLE*S
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE
GREAT SALE OF BOOKS
Books for lovers, college students & libraries.
Lasalle's has books for everyone in all subiects.
Art, antiques, cooking, decorating, classics
Dictionaries, gardening, homemaking, nature.
• Inspirational, outdoors, hobbies, encyclopedias.

national firm from Chicago
to survey (he situation, and.
according to Rutter. that
report should be made
public in 60 to90days.

IT WAS a day of explosions and bomb attempts in
Northern Ireland

wrecked the City Kail in
Armagh. Two armed men
planted two suitcases in the
entrance hall while the nearby garage staff was held at
gunpoint
The blast came 20 minutes
later, blowing the front of
the building into the street.
The caretaker gave the
alarm as he saw the raiders
leave
All 16 of the staff managed

•Travel, biography, railroading.
•Collector's items, children's books.
• Books from Famous publishers in original editions.
. Savings up to 80%. Really incredible values!
• Published at $3.95 to $60. Sale $1. to 29.95!

repeal leader. Hep Robert
i: Netzley (R-7 Laura I,
asked for 2.500 more petitions
Brown estimates the repeal forces will need to
make up nearly 30.000 signatures in their 10-day grace
pel mil beginning today
They need to come up with
.1 loUl of 318.414 valid
names to put the issue to a
vote

"That's no problem.''
Netzley said l!e estimated
the repeal group would have
"between 50.000 and 100.000
names'' when they report
back to Brown Friday. Oct
7, one day prior to the deadline
REP. CHESTER Cruze
(R-68 Cincinnati i. was here
early to get 4,000 of the petitions to circulate in Cincinnati.

1

CHI OMEGA
WELCOMES
EVERYONE
BACK TO
CAMPOS
GOOD LUCK IN RUSH!
iiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiimliiiH

$

SALE 1 to 29.95

"We plan on getting a lot
of those names Thursday
afternoon.'' he said
Despite protest action in
various counties. Brown
said there had been no court
injunctions to keep him from
following
the
necessary
steps to put the issue on the
ballot

IN THEIR first drive,
repeal forces led by Netzley
got up to 30,000 names a dav

"I don't see how it can be
stopped now." he said
"They have the signatures,
other than the ones they
lack, and those shouldn't be
hard for them to get."

"Regardless ol that." he
said. "I believe they will
have the names, come deadline I can't see any court
rejecting the people's right
to vote "

Many of those signatures
were rejected by Brown and
local boards of elections.
Brown said he felt many of
the boards were "nitpicking" in rejecting names

Crusade of Mercy'
soliciting donations
The Crusade of Mercy, a combination of the local United
Appeal, Community Chest and Red Cross, started soliciting
donations on campus yesterday
The fund-raising drive will last about three weeks, said
Lynda Thomas, co-chairwoman of the crusade
Agencies assisted by the Crusade of Mercy include
Goodwill Industries, the Mental Hygiene Clinic, the Catholic
Club, the Jewish Family service and 86 other health, family,
recreation and rehabilitation services in the area.
Last year 362 University employees contributed (12.622 to
the 1971 campaign
Crusade-supported services helped 1.538 University
employees or their dependents in 1971.
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EACH VOLUME CONTAINS A MINIMUM OF 48 FULL PAGC. FOUR COLOR PLATES'

A REMARKABLE VALUE! *3.9& {$* $1.98
AFRICAN ART
ART NOUVFAU
BOTTICELLI
ll.'in ..I i
CANAIETTO
CtZANNE
OEI ACROIX
Ol'PER
ECVrTIAN ART
EL GRECO
GAUGUIN
GOYA
INDIAN ART

ILLUSTRATED WORLD
ENCYCLOPEDIA
15 Volumes - Up-to-date

SPECIAL
29.95
Plus free bonus book of the
year; a 512 pg. encyclopedia
supplement of the year.

MODERN LIBRARY
Regular Editions. Limited titles

SALE
69<t
Published at 1.95 to 2.45
Choose from classics, anthologies, literature, prose,
plays and biographies.
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KANOINSKV
MANET
MATISSE
MEXICAN ART
MICHELANGELO
MODERN ART
MOVEMENTS
MOSAICS
REMBRANDT
TITIAN
VELASQUEZ
WATTEAU

CLASSICS
N.A.L. Durabind.

SALE
77*
Pub. at $1.50 to 1.95
Choose from 34 world
famous classics.

FOR THE
MISS
IN YOUR
LIFE
This miniature - less than half an inch - initialed
charm sits demurely on an eighteen inch chain
All in lourteen Karat Yellow Hold and all in the
height of elegance Delivery within one week -- if
you will list the initials in normal order and underline the initial of the last name.
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Voter law may affect fees

Colleges risk revenue loss

t+1

, mm. m
Even though this old pump ho* served its
pwrposo by providing o farmor with wator
for choros, it still comos in handy if you'ro
thirsty for a cold drink.

WASHINGTON (AP) Passage of the 26th Amend
ment to the Constitution,
extending voting rights to
18-year-olds, may lead to a
revenue loss running into the
hundreds of millions of
dollars for state colleges and
universities

voting rights for college-age
citizens eliminate nonresident tuition charges in pub-

This is the potential loss
from nonresident fees at
state schools if adult status,
legal residence and voting
rights for students in college
towns make them exempt
from nonresident tuition
charges, according to Dr
Robert F Carbone. dean of
the School of Education at
the University of Maryland

Two new programs will be
offered this year in an
attempt to give students
here a chance Io study of(
campus
The University will be
working in cooperation with
a national "Interfuture"
program to allow students to
spend a quarter abroad to
study a specialized theme

tics, international relations
or urban alfairs

This year's theme will be
internationalism, with participants studying in either
Jamaica or Chana

Students interested
in
either program should
contact l)r Trevor Phillips.
associate professor of
experimental studies, or Dr
Kuhard (iiardina. in the

On behalf of the National
Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges and the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities. Carbone
surveyed nearly 400 fouryear colleges which are
members of these groups

"IF ADULT status and

Placement help offered
Plans for this fall's senior
orientation are almost complete according to Kurt
Zimmerman. Assistant
Director of Career Planning
and Placement
The meetings, scheduled
for October, are called
"warm-up sessions" for
graduating
seniors
Placement staff members
will explain to students how
the office operates and how
it can help them in their job
searches
For the first time since
the annual meetings were

initiated, students will meet
in groups according to their
colleges Up until this year
seniors were treated as a
whole, and not according to
the colleges in which they
were enrolled
SEVERAL seminars will
be held in conjunction with
the meetings
The seminars will be
broken down into particular
subject areas, including credentials and job application;
interview techniques,
letters of inquiry, and

Circus, ice show
premieres Friday
The Garden International
Circus and Ice Show,
appearing at the Toledo
Sports Arena Friday. Sept.
29 through Sunday, Oct. I,
has been called an ice show
produced with all the flair
and unusual acts of a circus.
The opening production
features a family of
trampoline artists in one
ring, a bicycle act in another
and in the center will be the
skating juggler. Sweden's
Bully Raye
Later in the production,
illusionist Roy Huston
performs his magic act.
making people and things
disappear and appear as
girls skate around on the ice

chimpanzees, a dog act.
Liberty ponies and a dancing
horse
There are more than 200
performers in the show
Performances
will
be
Friday at 4 and 8 p.m..
Saturday at 2 and 8 p m and
Sunday at 2 and 6 p.m.
Tickets are priced at $:i.
$4 and $5. Children under 12
and senior citizens are
admitted for half price to all
shows Tickets are on sale at
Central Travel and Ticket.
Sears. Woodville Mall.
Sports Arena, and box
offices throughout the
Toledo area

lic colleges and universities.'' Carbone said, "the

effect on higher-education

2 programs focus
on internationalism

THE SECOND course, the
American
I'niversity
Washington
Semester
Program, permits students
to take courses at American
University in Washington.
I) C . with specialized study
available in domestic poli-

This University will be
permitted to send two
students to the Washington
program during the 197:1
winter and spring quarters
Participants will receive
between 24 and ;t0 hours of
Credit lur the two quarters

provost's office, as soon -is
possible
Applications for
the
"Interfuture''
program
must be in by Nov. 1.
Deadline for Ihe Washington
program is Nov 10

budgets will be staggering ''
Schools surveyed by
Carbone enrolled this fall
463,357 non-resident students
who paid a tuition differential of *S».0«».4OS
About half the institutions
responding. Carbone said,
reported they had had inquiries related to reclassifi-

cauoa
In general. Carbone said,
current requests for reel assif ication have been denied on
the ground that the university's criteria for residency
are not based on being a
registered voter of the state
UNDOUBTEDLY, he concluded, the question of
determining residency will
be decided in the courts
A new California state lawgives
18-year-olds
adult
status for virtually all purposes. Carbone said, and
this has been interpreted to
mean an out-of-state student
could commence the one
year durational residence
requirement to be eligible
for in-state tuition fees
The one-year durational

requirement for earning
residency for tuition purposes in Minnesota was
upheld in a US Supreme
Court decision
Carbone advised public mstitutions
to
start
searching for realistic alter-

natives to the non resident
tuition
"If nonresident tuition is
declared illegal,'' he said,
"it is likely that the institutional response will be to in
crease the fees of all students to cover lost income

Chess Federation
to sponsor tourney
The United States Chess Federation I'SCKl will hold a
tournament Ocl 21 and a at 9 a m in the Commuter
Center
The tournament named the Insanity open w ■ 11 be played
according to the seven round Swiss system
Under this system games will be played continuous!)
through Sunday, with a new round starting, evei v live hours
Kaeh contestant plays in every round unless lie voluntarily
chooses loquit

Mike Bennett, last year's BGSU Chess Club King, said the
last round will begin Sunday .it :i p in
Only members of USCF can enter the tournament
Memberships can be purchased .it Chess Club meetings,
held every Saturday from 9 S "i to 4 p in in Ihe Commuter
Center Cost is $5 for persons I'.i years old 01 younger and $10
for anyone over m

government job opportunities.
Students may sign up for
these seminars now at the
placement office. 360
Student Services Bldg They
may attend any or all of the
meetings
There will be at least two
sessions on each subject
Students are urged to attend
the senior meetings, and at
least one or more of the
seminars.
These
activities,
and
sessions planned for later in
the year, are aimed towards
a
closer
relationship
between
the
graduating
senior and
Placement
Office. Zimmerman said
He stressed the need for a
total job campaign" by the
student

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

VARSITY
LANES
24 BRUNSWICK
IANFS
Rll I IAR0S
iCOf.KTAII I OUNGE1

1033 S.MainSt.
Ph. 352-5247

A MENAGERIE of circus
animals will also be
included in the show,
featuring
skating
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We invited a
and they helped clean up the Genesee River.
With the ;iid of a few thousand pounds of microorganisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in
Rochester Maybe the solution call help others.
What we did was fo combine two processes in a way
that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying systrms private industry has ever developed.
One process is railed "activated sludge," dcvelo|H'd
by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption.
What this means is that for Iho majority of wastes man can
produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will
happily assimilate it. And thrive on it.
The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found
away Io combine the activated sludge process with 0 trickling
filter process and optimized the Combination.

We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years.

i At Kodak, wo were working on environmental improvemi nl
lotm before it made headlines < And the pilot project worked
so well, we built a ten million doll.ir pi.nil Ih it con purif>
:W> million gal Inns of water a day.
(■overnor Rockefeller called this "the biggest volun
l.irv project undertaken by private industry in support of
New York Stale's pure-water program."
Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to
make a profit nndolean water is vital to our business Hut in
furthering our own needs, we have helped further nociety's
And our business depends on society
We hope our efforts to cope With water pollution will
inspire others Io do the same And, we'd I I pi* '
'■ Minor wnter watt

-'" A

Kodak

More than a business.

Potte 6 Th« BO News, Thursday, September 28, 1973

New program sixth in state

Recreation major available
'

A major in recreation will
be ottered at the University
for the first time this fall
■ The new program, only
the sixth of its kind in Ohio,
is designed to train specialists in conducting recreation
programs on local, state and
national levels
"As people have more
time on their hands, they
will increasingly turn to
outlets that will afford them
satisfaction and enjoyment
This comes under the broad
heading of recreation. Which

shouldn't be mistaken for
only games and other
sporting activities." said
I)r Agnes Hooley. professor
of physical education and
chairman of the curriculum
committee responsible lor
the new major
"GAMES AND sports arc
certainly part of recreation
but it aiso includes literary
activities such as book and
language clubs, art! and
crafts, theater and music
groups, outdoor endeavors

First United Methodist
Church
located diagonally across from
Harshman Hall on East Wooster

is here to serve you
Sunday Morning Worship

9 30 AM
11 00 AM

BARGAIN TIME SUNDAY 7-H P.M. »l 00 PER PERSON
BO opens dl 6 4b

*■*»»

NOW MOWING
THRlSUNDAY
Closed Mon. A Tuc.

i —i;;*wT7

Shown at 7:50
Its What They Did Oil Duty Thais Really

I1I.IIII.HH'

"Night Call Nurses"
at 9:40

such as gardening, travel
and hiking, collecting, and
various service activities
where people are needed to
lead or direct the efforts of
others." she said
The recreation program,
which has been six years in
the developmental stages,
will produce specialists in
three
areas-recreation
administration, recreation
leadership and outdoor
recreation
"Recreation administration is geared for students
wanting to direct programs
on the city, state, regional or
even national levels." Dr.
I.'ooley said
i nurses m the area of
specialization will center
around personnel and financial management, facility
planning and maintenance
and public relations
STUDENTS IN THE
recreation leadership area
will be able to provide

WHY RENT A
REFRIGERATOR?
-BUY A 2 CUBIC
FOOT NORCOLD
REFRIGERATOR FOR
ONLY

Program Rated R

$85
Thin wall insulation providing moie loom

Mid Night Show Fn K Sal "Student Nurses"

DR. HOOLEY expects
about 30 men and women to
enter the recreation
program by the end of the
year.
"As more leisure time is
available, recreation will become a major creative outlet." Dr. Hooleysaid.
National studies show that
people will, in future years,
be spending fewer hours on
their jobs and focusing more
attention on what to do with
their leisure time.

Books and mori books. Karon Hanoty, loft, and Sarah Stubbi,
University Bookstore omployoot, stock shofvos during ona of
tho store's busiest seasons.

StOCkin(J Up

Anderson under scrutiny
noncontroversial,
Post

WASHINGTON (API - One of the
men indicted for the break-in and
attempted bugging of Democratic
national headquarters undertook a
covert investigation of columnist Jack
Anderson. The Washington Post
reported yesterday.
James W. McCord Jr., former
security chief for President Nixon's
campaign organization, prepared a
confidential
memo dealing with
Anderson's business and social
associates, the Post said
Much of the information in the memo
was already generally known and was

' Easy to Clean
' Auto Temp Control

1

Village Aquariums
Kellogg Road
Tontogany, Ohio
Next to Sunset Nite Club
Seven miles northwest of B.G
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1-9 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

1 Enjoyment.
8 Where John
Hancock Center
isIS Inland waters of
Alia: 2 worda.
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17 Dlckena
character: 2 worda.
18 Puritanical.
19 In a |ST
mood: Scot.
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• 1 V2 Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting

4

23

51

• Facilities include

i
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53 Pe.k in Crete.
54 Type of .hoe.
57 Record! in
.ymbole.
60 Slice of bread
wiih butter and
jam.
n\ Canitlc.
o2 Ancient rhiriou.
03 pan on a pob|i,hed liat a|aln.

' P"«'"« <■>

However there is room for
11 Individuals to share
Apartments

t

The newspaper said the memo deals
largely with Anderson's business and
social
relationship with Anna
Chennault. the Chinese-born widow of
Gen. Claire Lee Chennault who
commanded the Klving Tigers during
World War II

17

S _ .pot: 2

WE HAVE NO SUITES
LEFT AT CHERRY HILL

particular individual, the newspaper
said
But the report quoted a source as
saying it probably was intended for E
Howard Hunt jr . a While House
consultant at the time the memo was
written

the

It

' Egg & Buttei Slotage

D& H TRAVEL TRAILERS. INC.
18741 MERCER RD. 354-4022

to

Cap, '72 G.n'1 Fe.tum Coin

' Freezing Unit with Ice Tiays

Tropical Pish and Supplies
at Reasonable Prices

according

THE NEWSPAPER quoted
"a
reliable source close to the Watergate
investigation" as confirming that
McCord was digging into Anderson's
background, possibly to determine his
news sources.
The memo written by McCord. who
was indicted Sept 17 along with six
others on federal charges of breaking
into and attempting to wiretap
Democratic offices in the Watergate
complex, was addressed to no

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

"Private Duty Nurses"
Plus

leadership in planning and
implementing recreation
programs sponsored by
schools, communities and
agencies Their course work
will be in communications
and in planning and supervising a variety of recreational activities.
Outdoor
recreation
specialists will study biology
and earth sciences as they
relate to man's recreational
use of the environment and
planning use of land and
facilities for outdoor recreation Graduates will direct
special programs in outdoor
settings such as camps,
federal and state parks, and
outdoor education centers.
The program will be
"int 'disciplinary and interdepartmental."
meaning
that students will take
courses offered by several
departments
Six new courses were
developed specially for the
new major.
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• Central Heat and A/C
.SUNDAY - OPENING

Til

1 P.M. - AIM Us sum

• Patio Grills
• INDOOR POOL
Contact Our Rental Agent at
741 HIGH ST.

fa+*

352-6248

8

\n 1 ondiiioiir.l For Your Comfort

His. 10 12. 15. Ml Everyday but Wed
NOW tvf I31I1JII Sit « Sun / III 3 SO S 411 I .111 •! Ill

YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING
UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN .

EVERYTHING*

Bates and Springer Inc., Managers

September 28.1972

IT'S JUST RIGHT FOR US.

BGSU Karate Club. Ohio Rm. Union. 7pm Organisational
meeting for old members.

WOODY ALLEN'S
"EVERYTHING
YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO
KNOW
ABOUT SEXAt-O^^Ts*^
BUT WERE
AFRAID
TO ASK"

Women Tall Room. Union. I 30 Free open U> public
Slide show ladochbu Peace Campaign

about

Be**

RIDES
Ride needed • Cleve ev.
weekend share esp 352-0254
Lyn

352-5518
NOW tvt I 9 30 Sjt 6 Suit ? 4 30 / 1 .III

BURTOn IS
BLUEBEARD'
. - . -

.,i

«n

He did away with
beautiful women.

AIIPRSSA members StopalJ-Sctwolandsijnupwiul
your new campus address
Rugby Club organisational meeting. 306 University Hall.
7pm All interested persons welcome First game Sept 30
at Ohio State

Ranted

United Artists

CAMPUS CALENDAR

WHEN IT IS TOO TOUGH FOR YOU

«JAC> "Oil WStUMltSM JOHI
M..ODU* COUlO^OOwl*-

*!

^J®* ^ CL3SSIFIED —«®»«*^

any major or minor
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR!

IMPORTS INN
IMPORTED CAR SPECIALISTS-FOREIGN REPAIR
13284 Bishop Rd.. B.G. lurn left olf N. Dixie Hwy.
tipenMon. - Fri. 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. It a.m. -S p.m.

Ride needed to Chicago Oct
5th or 6th - will pay call
Kathy 372-1137
HELP WANTED
Equal Opportunity Employer WSOS Community Action
Commission Is now
accepting applications for
administrator The Head
Start Program It staff which
includes 7 centers. 12
classes, in a 4 county area.
The Head Start program u
funded for 6310,000 to
service 228 children. Salary
I8500-69500 For application

* further info contact WSOS
Community Action Com
mission. P.O. Box 671.
Fremont. O 43420
Kelp wanted Big Barney
Car Wash 1000 S Main
between 8-4:30pm.
Coed to clean weakly Need
own transportation. Call
evenings 457-2664
Readers wanted will pay.
Call Colleen 372-1726
BABYSITTER from 2 SO to
6:00 one afternoon which
varies Should provide own
transportation call 362-3661
or 372-2431
SERVICES OFFERED

Light moving It hauling very reasonable rates - call
Del 3S2-07K
PRIMARY COLORS BEST
IN BC MUSIC FOR ANY
OCCASION CALL TIM. SotSim
Mini refrigerator
Call 363-6488

books Will pay 120 Call 3633795

65 Chevy SS clean with many
options new tires 352-0961

SCUBA
DIVING"
INTERESTED" Scuba
Club Meeting ■ Sunday Oct I.
7pm - Wayne Room in Union
- Non-Divers welcome

One St Bernard & one male
grad student need a place 10
live" Please help us il vou
can Call Ron 352-9244

rental

PERSONALS
Interested in serving on the
Experimental Studies
Advisory Committee" Three
students required for
academic year Call 2-2296
Black i white kitten free
Very affectionate. Call 352
6287
Freshmen - Tickle your
Fancy with Featherstitch
Sat 8-12

People needed to work as
volunteers thru the UCF
Community
Services
Programs. Tutoring,
recreation,
mechanic,
special ed opportunities
Meeting Oct 3. 7 30pm at
UCF (corner of Thurstm 61
Ridge I
Meal ticket coupon

FOR SALE OR RENT
Rummage sale Sat Sept 30.
1972. 9-5pm
corner of
Summit & Napoleon.
Sponsored by BG Jaycees &
Jaycetts
SELL Ampei 860 recorder
eicellenl 3544975
MUST SELL-Canon FTbQL-fl.4 50mm lens. Guarantee still good Call 632-2360
10 speed bike for sale 4
months oh) -160 Call Dan at
372-4043
Sport Fury - 363-4 on floor.
New cih battery, alt Single
owner, best offer
124
University Ln 352-6304
1963 MGB no rust 6600
Coldwater Rd McClure ph
673
1(66 Triumph TR6 make
offer 362-6162

Partially fum apt own
room S60 month 641 Third
St Apt No 9
Wanted I
roommates.
call 372-1461

or 2 male
Palmer Apt

Mobile home lor rent. 197165,12. 2 bdrm. 2 baths, fum.
with range & retrig
Excellent for small family
or 2-4 students In BG Call
Bloomdale 454-2504 after 6
1 or 2 students needed to
share 2 bdrm apt. for 4
students Near campus ph
352-7365
M. rime wanted 665 mo
WmlhropTer Gary 352-6660
VICTOR APARTMENTS
If you thought we were
rotten last year, rent from
us again! Rats are taking us
over, and the offer still
stands to study bubonic
plague free. Call Rick
Graham ph 352-5903

ThurnJoy, S.pt.mb.. 28, 1972, The BG Nows/Paf* 7

Nixon, AAcGovern budget plans grim'
WASHINGTON (API Either Richard Nixon or
George
McGovern.
as
president during the next
few years, would have to
accept sizable tax increases
or slash planned spending to
avoid big deficits, a private
economic group has
concluded
This would be true even if
the economy recovered to
the full employment level by
1974. according to the study,
commissioned
by
the
privately
financed
American
Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy
Research
The report is sharply
critical also of the sharing of
federal revenues with states
and cities Congress is on
the point of finally enacting
a
$30 billion.
five-year
revenue sharing program

THE REPORT savs The

federal government may be
in the process of beggaring
itself to relieve many state
and local governments from
having to finance outlays
that may never be needed
Projecting through 1978.
the budget effects of
programs espoused by both
presidential candidates, the
study
observes
"The
picture that emerges is a
rather grim one for the
Nixon administration
'This outlook also
presents Sen
McGovern
with a bleak starting point
for his budget decisions "
The economists who made
the study, headed by David
J Ott of Clark University,
say the fiscal crunch would
continue through 1977 Thev
add
"TO BALANCE McGov
em's spending plans with
revenues would require tax

increases, including those
the candidate himself has
proposed, ranging from 24 to
37 per cent higher than the
projected revenues the
existing system would have
produced
' To balance the Nixon
budget in 1975-77 would
require tax increases on the
order of 2 to 7 per cent of
such revenues, thereafter
tax cuts would be possible "
Kor Nixon to achieve his
aim of a budget balanced
under full employment
conditions and at the Mine
time fund existing programs
in addition to the new ones
he has proposed would
require $21 billion more
i.ixos in 197S. $13 billion in
1HTH and $6 billion in 1977.
the report says
Raising
such sums
through the income tax
would require hikes of 11 per
CCnl in 1975. ti per cent in

PBS to air programs
on drugs, legal system
The Public Broadcasting
Service will present three
new programs Sunday. Get
1. on WBGU-TV, Channel 70
The new shows are The
Just
Generation.''
The
Family
Game.''
and

Homecoming
The 1972 homecoming
committee will meet
today at 3 30 p m in the
Student Courtroom. 460
Student Services Bldg
Anyone interested in
attending the meeting
to express his or her
ideas about homecoming should contact
committee
member
Svdnev Scott at 372
2456

"Vanity Fair."' a segment ol
the Masterpiece Theatre"
series
The Just Generation."'
scheduled for 7 30 p in . will
feature the Ace Trucking
Company comedy group
The show will attempt to
familiarize its viewers with
various aspects ol today's
legal system
The Family Came," to
be shown every Sunday .il K
p.m.. will deal with the drug
culture's effects on young
adults
The series will present
various drug problems, but
will leave it up to the
viewers to provide solutions
in the problems

Charles I'aiuk servei .is
the show's host
Susan Hampshire will
portray Becky Sharp, the
charming villamess ol
William Thackeray s novel

Vanity Fair.''
The show, which will be
seen on
Masterpiece
Theatre
at 9 p m on
Sundays,
was
original!)
produced by the British
Broadcasting
Companv
i BBC I
Alistair Cooke will hoal
the five-part program

Even with this increased
yield, the report says,
projections of the McGovern
proposals show deficits of
$20 billion in 1975. $11 billion
in 1976. $3 billion in 1977. and
surpluses thereafter
To cover the deficits
through tax increases, it
says, surtaxes of 8 per tent
in 1975. 4 per cent in 1976 and
I per cent in 1977 would be

needed in addition to the
present
McGovern
proposals
Of the sharing of federal
revenues with the states and
local
governments,
supported
by
both
candidates, the report says
"The federal government
is apparently in the process
of impoverishing itself while
putting the states and local
governments as a group in a

By Dave Bradford
Most people have their
own personal stereotype of
the typical college studenti>c it •baggy-hatred "freak."'
diligent scholar or giggling
coed But do they have any
idea of what becomes of this
average student when he
leaVM the halls of ivy'"
James l.essig. University
alumni director, is one
person in a position to create
a picture of the average
alumnus, although he noted
that it is difficult to describe
a "typical" alumnus since
they are so diverse
In looking through alumni
office records, however,
some facts emerge
-If you take a guess as to
the sex of the average
alumnus, you stand a 50 per
cent chance of being right
since hall of the alumni are
men. the other half women,
-Love seems to flourish
on the campus, as evidenced

A picnic for freshmen women and their Inc. listen" will
be held this Saturday at II 30 a m in the city park on
t'onneaut Avenue
Sponsored by I'anhelU'iiic Council, the program assigns .in
upperclassman big sis to every freshman Woman to help
her adjust to campus life
Those attending the picnic should order .i box lunch from a
residence hall cafeteria before noon today, according to
Cindy Kowiett council member Cost is$i 50
Lunches should be picked up at Hie cafeteria! Saturday
between 9 30 and 11 a.m.

WITH THE LATEST"
105 S. MAIN ST.

appearances was made in
London in the Beethoven
Chamber Music Series He
was also soloist with the Los
Angeles Chamber Orchestra
and has made numerous
recordings
The quartet will perform
Friday, Oct
27. and
Tuckwell
will
perform
Sunday. Feb
4
Both
concerts will begin at 8 p m
in the Recital Hall of the
School of Music

by the fact that nearly 5.000
aiumni are married to
fellow alumni:
-The average alumnus
quite probably is an Ohio
resident About 63 per cent
of all alumni live in this
state;
-The average age of University alumni is 30 years
old Mr Lessig attributed
this youthfulness to the fact

BEGINNING in early 1971.
the report says, the state
and local government sector
has been running increasing
surpluses, now at the annual
rate of about $15 billion
It adds there has been a
"marked lessening of the
fiscal strain this sector has
experienced over the past

decade or so," even though
individual units still may be
in trouble
On the spending side, the
projections
show
McGovern's
programs
costing $04 5 billion more
than Nixon's by 1975. $107 7
billion more by 197J. The
report notes these increases
would not necessarily be
inflationary-if they were
covered by taxes

that 55 per cent of all University graduates have received their degrees since
1960,45 per cent since 1965;
-Education stands a good
chance of being the career
choice of the average
alumnus, since
Bowling
Green was exclusively a
teachers' college until 1935
and the College of Education
still has the highest

enrollment of any college in
the University
With
expansion into a University,
said Mr Lessig. it has
graduated alumni into an
ever-growing number of
occupations;
-It's a little hard to assign
the average alumni to any
salary range, said Mr
Lessig. due to the diversity
ol occupations and ages

However, more than 3,000
alumni have annual incomes
in excess of $30,000.
-No matter what his
salary, occupation or sex.
however,
the
average
alumnus remains close to
his alma mater, as most
alumni return to Bowling
Green at least once every
two years, according to Mr

Lessig

9/29/72
FRIDAY

MAN CALLED HORSE
6. 8:30 AND 11:00

LE MANS

9/30/72
SATURDAY

6, 8:30 AND 11:00

(plus cartoons)

FREE! MAIN AUD. - U. HALL

"Tickle Your Fancy with "

Featherstitch
U.A.O. WELCOMES

ALL FRESHMEN FREE
TO THE MIXER
GRAND BALLROOM - 8 - 12 - SAT., SEPT. 30

workshop set
for tonight

RECORD-RAMA

The first modern dance
workshop sponsored by the
University
Performing
Dancers will be today at
6 30 p.m. in room 302 of the
women's gymnasium
Anyone interested
in
joining the group is invited
to attend the meeting or
contact Margit
I'esketl.
assistant professor HPE. in
the women s building

FANTASTIC VALUES ON BOX SETSl
SCHWANN CAT. LIST

NOW
ONLY

1
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BACHELORS III

MV FAVORITE CHOPIN
S Record Sfl
# 9g
Value lo .2-> 00 O

891 S. MAIN ST.

to
098

A ROMANTIC REVIVAL
S Record Sol
# •• l>
Value lo »25 00

SCHWANN CAT LIST !

PRIMARY COLOR!

K

THURS. NIGHT
AND

9LMI.44.S0

THE BEST OF
iOHANN STRAUSS
3 Record Sol
■|9I
Value lo Sib 00i *#

THE NINE COMPLETE
BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES
8 Reiord Sol
Verve lo S44 SO

;::

K WHILE THEY
—»
LAST!
NO DEALERS
PLEASE!

Assorted

JUNIOR SWEATERS
Several Styles you'll love in Orlons
and Acrylics. Great color selections
in Sizes S-M-L.

YOUR
CHOICE
WAIWVVVVWVWVVMrWIAAIVVVVWVWVVVVVVt

relative

CAMPUS FLICKS & CARTOONS

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

Modern dance

COVER
CO-EDS 50
MEN 100

position of
affluence."

What is an 'average' alumnus?

City park to be site
of 'big Sister' picnic

Guarneri Quartet
heads artist series
The Guarneri String
Quartet,
and
Barry
Tuckwell will headline the
University's 1972-73 Artist
Series
The string quartet is
internationally famous and
was called "the world's
masters of chamber music
by Time magazine
Tuckwell was described
by the Los Angeles Times as
a
wizard of the French
horn
The Guarneri String
Quartet is composed of
Arnold Steinhardt and John
Dalley. violin. David Soyer.
cello, and Michael Tree,
viola The members are all
affiliated with the Curtis
Institute of Music in New
York
Australian-born
Barry
Tuckwell now lives in
London, where he played
principal horn with the
London
Symphony
Orchestra for 13 years. He
has toured Australia and the
Far East, appearing with
members of his own wind
quintet and as a soloist.
One of Tuckwell's solo

1976 and 3 per cent in 1977. it
figures
McGovern already has
proposed reforms that he
v»- would raise taxes an
estimated $22 billion in 1975
by closing what he calls
loopholes
THE
ECONOMISTS
express doubt that the yield
would be that large, but
accept the figure as a basis
of their projection

A TREASURY OF
ORGAN CLASSICS
5 Record Sol
#9$
Value to Hi 00 O

TCHAIKOVSKY SEVEN
SYMPHONIES
' Record Sot
09|
Valueless* 00 5

NO PHONE
OR MAIL
ORDERS!

THE BEST OF MOZART
4 Record Sol
Value 10 S20 00

a-M
3

THE BACH BRANDENBURG
CONCERTOS
3 Bjtort s.,
Mm.
Veto, to Sli.00
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Soccer team
nips Denison

MmM

By Bob Mooa
If you had seen II, you
might have thought there
were two soccer games
played yesterday at the
Bowling Green soccer field
In a game dominated by a
strong, southerly wind, the

Hard to handle

IN THE FIRST half, with
the breeze at their backs,
the Falcons took the lead
after compiling an amazing
total of 30 shots
Chris Bartels scored the
first goal at 9 00 with an
assist from Rich Cotton It
was Cotton's turn to score at

Ncwiphola by Mania 1. laniat
Saturday in the MAC opener for both
tquadt. BG playi at Weitern Michigan thii
weekend.

Falcon iullbock Phil Polak hat a rough lime
hanging onto th« ball amidst a clutter of
Miami defenders during a 16-7 BG win latt

Falcons scored a pair of
first half goals and held on
for a 2-1 opening win over
Denison It was the Big
Red's first loss after wins
against Oberlin and Kenyon.
Above all else, that wind
was the star of the game. It
controlled the play of both
teams, forcing them to keep
the ball on the ground

Wallace'cotches on'fast
By Kenny White
Assistant Spurts Editor

down the position because of some talented sophomores who
are just itching to take his place.

Nowadays for Roger Wallace, life means awakening
every morning and savoring the taste of self victory and
knowing that whatever happens during the day. you can
always find time to smile.
The Falcons newly-found catching whiz has taken the timeover the last nine months to prime himself for meeting the
pressure of the game
While spending much of his time last year sharing the
pass catching duties with Rick Newman, Wallace has risen
to the occasion this year by being the Falcons' regular wide
receiver. I.'e is making his name known around the
conference

FALCON TIDBITS: Defensive end Billy Montrie has been
ruled out of this week's confrontation with the Western
Michigan Broncos after sustaining what doctors believe is a
torn cartilage in his right knee
Montrie suffered the injury in the Miami game As of
yesterday the knee was locked and is to be checked today. If
the X-rays are positive, then Montrie will undergo surgery
and will be lost for the remainder of the year.
Wingback Billy f'ittman is having trouble with his ribs
after taking a late shot against Miami. Greg Brewton is out
of action indefinitely while his injured shoulder heals, t.'e
suffered a separation after being tackled last week
Don Dillingham is running with the first offensive unit this
week and may see some action this Saturday Regular
fullback Phil Polak has missed this week's practices
because of a sore throat and Jamie f.'enneberry is still on
the mend after having torn a hamstring muscle

AT THE BEGINNING of summer practice this year, the
coaching staff decided it did not need two exceptional
players at the same position. Although Wallace and
Newman teamed up to give the Falcons 36 receptions for 542
yards, last year, the coaches were still not satisfied with the
way they were utilizing their personnel
Newman, whom the coaches believe is one of the most
talented athletes to come to BG. was switched to the
defensive backfield to help strengthen a sagging unit That
left Wallace with the open door and a chance to prove he is
capable of getting the job done
The S'll". 172-pound receiver, immediately took the
situation in hand

Harriers look for 1st
The Bowling Green cross
country team will attempt
to rebound from a seasonopening defeat when it
encounters a strong Ball
State squad Saturday in
Muncie. I ml .it 11 am
Ball SUte was 18th at the
NCAA championships last
year while Bowling Green
was seventh. The Falcons
defeated the Cardinals 21-40
last season for one of only
two Ball SUte losses
The battle for individual
honors should take place
among BG's senior cocaptains Steve Danforth and
Tracy Elliott and Ball SUte
senior Steve Wynder

them to victory over BG,
which only had five days of
practice compared to the
Hurons' three weeks
It marked only the third
time in the last 29 dual
meets that the Falcons have
lost I..isi year BG went 9-1
in dual meets

tl^

Roger Wallace

The Falcon football team
will be after its third
straight victory, and its
second in a row in the MidAmerican Conference, when
it meets Western Michigan
at K.i1.1in,itiin this Saturday

J

THE FALCONS were
forced to play more of a
defensive game in the
second half since the wind
was in their faces The club
was equal to the task as
goalie Bill Meyne stopped 12
shots
Denison s only goal came
at 47 52 on a shot by Bill
Kumes with an assist from
Tom Downey
Cochrane had high praise
for his team and was
particularly impressed with
the work of Bartels. Eric
Seldin and Tom Davis
"Bartels had as good a
day as I've ever seen him
have.'' said Cochrane "And
Seldin did a helluva job
shutting out Denison's Geoff
Merrill
Davis played a
perfect first half
That
whole first 11 did well. "I
just couldn't believe the
difference
in the two
halves.'' Cochrane continued
This is the first year the
MAC isn't dividing the game
into quarters and with our
field and that wind, quarters
would certainly help
equalize things a little
more "
The Falcons host Kent
State Saturday at 2 p.m.

Arbor, and then take 1-94
west loKalamazoo
Student tickets are on sale
at the Memorial Pall ticket
office at $3 each. Game time
is 1:30 p.m. Michigan time.

Can a good college hockey
team
beat
a
good
professional hockey team?
The answer will be
revealed on Thursday. Oct
19. when Bowling Green's
talented hockey team takes
on the Cleveland Barons of
the American
l.'ockey
League in a 7 30 p.m
exhibition game at the Ice
Arena.
Cleveland Barons owner
Nick Mileti. a Bowling
Green graduate, and Falcon
athletic director Dick Young
announced yesterday that
contracts had been signed
for the
game, which
promises to add a new
dimension to the sport
"WE ARE GOING to have
a veteran team at Bowling
Green and it could be quite
an interesting evening of
hockey,'' said Young "We
will be playing at a
disadvantage since this will
be our first exhibition game,
while the Barons will have
already played a full
exhibition schedule and

seven
regular season
games "
Coach John
Murkier s
Barons finished fourth in
their division last season to
make the playoffs The
Cleveland-based icers are
under contract with the
Minnesota North Stars of
the National Hockey League
and opened camp two Weeks
ago

Bowling Green coach Jack
Vivian has the top seven
scorers returning from last
year's 21-10-2 team
Tickets for the game will
go on sale at the Memorial
Pall ticket office on
Monday. Oct. 9 Ticket
prices will be S3 for
reserved seats and $1.50 for
general admission

JOHNNY'S LOUNGE
Friday and Saturday Night
Featuring

OHIO COUNTRY
ROCK
115 E. Court

9 till 2
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IHI lONOONMUOOT WAIIUS SISSIONS
Bowling Green has a nonconference win over Purdue
and a conquest over MAC
rival Miami already under
its belt Western Michigan
carries a 2-1 record into the
contest after defeating
Northern Illinois last
weekend
The Broncos, who fell 23-6
at in i last year, hope to win
their second consecutive
home game with the Falcons
before a Band Day crowd It
will be the league opener for
Western
STUDENTS interested in
attending the game should
take 1-75 north to route 23.
follow 23 towards Ann

TRUCKIN...TO
$
'little
Pleasures"

AND

Elliott
finished
one-two
for the Falcons in their
opening 26-2* setback at the
hands of Eastern Michigan,
a new Mid-American
Conference opponent but an
old rival.
Eastern's depth carried

-a

BG at Western Sat.

124 N. MAIN
DANFORTH

"He made some beautiful
saves," said an elated coach
Mickey Cochrane afterwards

leers to meet Barons

THE ONLY ingredient the handsome lad (rom Urbana
was lacking was the experience needed to make him an
outstanding pass catcher
Now that he has that first year under his bell, Wallace, by
his own admission, admits that he now knows when to cut
patterns off. slide off a defender with better efficiency, run
different patterns when the quarterback is in trouble and,
most importantly, take advantage of the man covering him
In the game against Purdue, Wallace scored the first TI)
of the season on a picture play pass from Reid Lamport On
that particular score, he was happy because of the way that
he had beaten his man and waited for the ball in the end
zone Wallace spent the off-season perfecting those moves
to complement his fine speed 14 5 in the 40-yard dash ) when
he comes off the line.
THERE MIGHT BE NO one in the league who can touch
Wallace on the quick out pattern But hr has also become a
much more effective receiver because ho has the ability to
go long and beat his man deep
Last Saturday against Miami, he made a crucial third
down stab deep in Redskin territory to keep a drive going for
the offense It also can be noted that many of the defenders
who come up against Wallace cannot stay with his moves, so
they give him plenty of room off the line to operate.
Receiver coach Carlos Jackson is excited with the way his
new pass grabber has come on in recent weeks "Roger is a
little more poised when he's running his patterns, and when
the other team is in a man Ionian defense. Roger tears it
apart." Jackson said.
Wallace never was a receiver before coming to college
However, in his high school days he was a good quarterback
Now he has the ability to mold his talents together and use
them to the fullest
In both games this season. Wallace was doubled-teamcd
at times.
Sometimes it takes a while to make an adjustment such u
Wallace has done He's had to work even h irder to hold

Newtphoto by Morcia J. lanie*
Falcon forward Chrit Battel* (left) attempts to lake down an
unobliging Deniton player in yetterday't 2-1 BG toccer
victory.

38:00 with an assist from
Tim Davis That gave BG a
lead it never lost
Denison goalie Bruce
Speir was hard-pressed to
stop the onrushing Falcons,
but he came up with 12
saves

MUDDY
WATERS
TOOK THE
LONG WAY
GETTING TO
YOU
His first stop was London where he
recorded ' The London Muddy Waters
Sessions with some ot the country's
heaviest musicians
His ne»t stop is the States, lor an
historic tour
Muddy Waters went 3.000 miles to
bring it all home

BG
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